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ABSTRACT: There were three purpose of this study;(1) exploring successful factors of trouble shooting 
diagnoses in single-chip microprocessor; (2) analyzing the thinking processes of sampling group 
possessing successful achievement;(3) designing the diagnoses processes of trouble shooting in single-
chip microprocessor circuits. 16 students of Electrical Engineering were sampled to participate the 
experiments in three types of diagnoses processes of trouble shooting in single-chip microprocessor 
circuits. Recording their experimental procedures, thinking aloud procedure and using protocol analysis 
were three main research methods in this study. The conclusion after data analyzing was as following: 
The successful factors of the diagnoses processes of trouble shooting in single-chip microprocessor 
circuits consists of professional knowledge, comprehension for circuits, fully taking advantage of 
strategies, wisely making use of electric meters, judging defining qualities of components, and using 
sensory assessment. The procedures for diagnoses processes of trouble shooting in single-chip 
microprocessor circuits are judging symptoms of trouble shooting, searching of trouble shooting points in 
circuit, firmly determining trouble shooting points, executing repair activities, accomplishing repairing 
process. The rank of indicated trouble shooting behaviors were that visual behavior was the most judging 
activity among all and sensory assessment was the most strategy among all while using electric meters 
ranked the second. The sampling group would mostly adopt open-loop method in taking advantage of 
strategy and indicated more trouble shooting behaviors of predicting, interrogation, description, and 
assessment. The sampling students could successfully and interactively make use of electric meters 
scaling and trouble shooting strategy. Students would refer circuit diagram and combine defining 
components features and circuit structures into thinking processes, and then assess the function of every 
component in circuit to firmly secure trouble-shooting points. The research result indicated that there 
were more successful diagnoses rate in trouble shooting in single-chip microprocessor while making use 
of such thinking process.  

1 BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY  
Trouble shooting is a professional technical application to help students resolve problems.  

According to research, the diagnoses and repairing could be achieved by teaching design (Bedard & 
Fredreiksen, 1992; Foshay, 1989). 

The diagnoses and trouble shooting are actually a series of cognitive processes (Chung, 1999).  
According to researches, trouble-shooting could be achieved by teaching design (Bedard & Fredreiksen, 
1992; Foshay, 1989). The teaching of trouble-shooting is a course combining theory and practice, and is a 
mean to develop the ability of resolving problems (Yen Ching Jung, 2000). 

The current teaching style in Colleges of Technology is to supplement the existing text with practical 
courses.  However, due to the invariability of the text and teaching methods, it is difficult to foster good 
technicians in this teaching style (Hsieh Cheng Han, 1999). The assessment of technical skills in the 
traditional teaching style always put focus on conclusion rather than on process, so it is difficult for 
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teachers to inspire students to the ability of resolving problems, to know what problems students 
encounter, and to understand the effect of the teaching. 

To improve the mentioned defects, the study would supplement thinking aloud with protocol analysis 
to strictly examine the behavior of the diagnoses and repairing. Thinking aloud can help figure out the 
complicated structure for resolving problems and identify the internal symbolic mechanisms.  And, 
protocol analysis can explore the process of the trouble dealer’s control, assessment, and achieving goals 
(Ericson & Simon, 1980). 

Trouble-shooting is one of the best ways for the students to train the thinking process of resolving 
problems, so the courses about single-chip microprocessor have an important place in technical teaching.  
Teachers should try to help students foster their abilities of designing and repairing of hardware circuits.  
This study would collect the behavior models of diagnoses and repairing from students aiming at the 
subject of single-chip microprocessor to help teachers understand more about students, improve the 
teaching style, and finally improve the effect of teaching. 

As mentioned above, the concrete goals of this research are: 1) exploring successful factors of trouble 
shooting diagnoses in single-chip microprocessor; 2) analyzing the successful thinking process of the 
sampling group; 3) designing the diagnoses processes of trouble shooting in single-chip microprocessor 
circuits. 

2 RATIONALE 
Two of the common strategies for problem resolving are the Heuristics and Algorithms.  The 

Heuristics is the study of how people use their experience to find answers to questions or to improve 
performance. The users would remove the factors which are different with goals in the thinking process 
and finally resolve the problems in this way. It’s like a shortcut for problem resolving. 

  The working backward is one of the Heuristics, which uses the means-ends analysis. It is used to 
find out the difference between the existing situations and goals (or the second goals) and then uses some 
ways to reduce the difference (Simon, 1980). There are four steps in the means-ends analysis: 
1. To find out the difference between the goals and existing situations. 
2. To find out an operation model that is similar to the difference. 
3. To execute the operation and reduce the difference. 
4. To repeat the steps 1-3, until the problem is resolved. 

The means-ends analysis is to examine from the existing situations, so the repairers have to meet the 
requirements first and then to think that if the requirements could be got from the existing situations 
(Chung Sheng Hsiao, 1990; Mayer, 1992). The other way is the working forward. The repairer using the 
way should examine the existing situations and execute some kind of operation to change the situations. 
Any mistakes in the executing operation would lead to failure of problem resolving.  

The Algorithms is used to describe the whole trouble situation exactly, which is a clear-cut procedure 
or a group of rules, and guarantee to get expected output from available input.  

The main goal of the diagnoses and repairing is to examine the abnormally operating facilities and try 
to make them return to normal. Most experienced experts regard choosing suitable searching strategy as 
the most important factor of problem resolving (Macpherson, 1998). Perez (1991) thinks the factors 
which affect the ability of diagnoses and repairing include: 1) the ability of repairing and replacing 
components; 2) the ability of diagnosing tests; 3) the ability of searching problem resolving strategies. 
Both Morris and Rouse (1985) think the unsuccessful factors which affect the diagnoses and repairing 
include: 1) replacing components randomly because of the lack of basic acknowledge; 2) doing tests 
using inconsistent methods; 3) not using the strategies with right information. 

The problem dealer should check the causes of problems and the whole situations at first before 
executing repairing (Rouse, 1991). To execute repairing needs the skill of problem resolving and the 
necessary acknowledge (Jereb, 1996; Rouse, 1991). When executing repairing, the problem dealer would 
identify the trouble using different strategies. The level of the dealer’s ability, the type of the system, and 
the level of the trouble would decide what strategy is used. Johnson (1991) thinks the five most common 
strategies are: 1) trial and error; 2) exhaustive; 3) topographic; 4) half/split; 5) functional. Beginners show 
partiality for the strategy of trial and error. But experienced experts think the strategy lacks definite rules. 
Lesgold and the others (1986) called the strategy “swaptronics” instead. When some area or component 
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turns probably abnormal, the repairer would replace the abnormal component with normal one until the 
function returns to normal. The second strategy, the exhaustive, doesn’t need professional skills, but is 
only suitable to be used for small scale circuits. The third strategy, the topographic, is used to examine 
and find out the normal points and trouble points on the circuit diagram (Rasmussen & Jensen, 1974). 
There are two important strategies on the basis of this study: 1) examining from the normal points to 
trouble points, and, on the other hand, 2) examining from the trouble points (the broken light, for 
example) to the input end (Johnson, 1992). The strategy of half/split is used to examine situations in the 
existing problem space and reduce the problem space. When the circuit becomes abnormal, the repairer 
would choose a reference point, and then try to find out in which half the trouble happens, and repeat the 
steps until the trouble point is found out. This repairer would use a tri-functional electric meter to find out 
where the trouble happens from the signs of the wave gage or the touching examination. The most 
difficult strategy is the last one, the functional, it is a strategy. The information about the system and the 
components is the major factor for choosing strategy (Johnson, 1991). This strategy includes a lot of types 
and its basic type is on the basis of the existing operation of the system and the expected results. The 
repairer could set up a model system of simulating the mental state to simulate the trouble situation 
(Dekleer & Brown, 1981).  

Means (1988) puts forward five strategies of diagnoses and repairing aiming at electric facilities: 1) 
space splitting: this is used to examine the circuit from the middle point. Suppose there are six facilities. 
The better way to find out where the trouble happens is to examine from the middle of the circuit to save 
the examining time. For example, the circuit (see figure 1) is made up from six connecting facilities. One 
of the six becomes abnormal. The repairer using this strategy would examine the third or the fourth point 
first. This method would save much more time than examining them one by one; 2) reconfiguration: the 
repairer could re-connect the circuit bypassing the suspicious component and find out if the component is 
normal. For example, when the repairer doubt that there is something wrong with component A, he could 
re-connect the circuit bypassing the component A. If the circuit is normal after re-connecting, that means 
the component A is really going wrong; 3) historical analysis: this strategy is used to control the operation 
procedure of the system first before executing repairing. It is a available method to restrict the area which 
needs examining. 

3 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS  
Sixteen students majoring in electronic engineering at a College of Technology in Taiwan were 

sampled.  The sample students were offered single-chip microcomputer circuits for thinking aloud trouble 
shooting experiment.  Interviews and protocol analysis were also applied for further analyzing the trouble 
shooting process.(see figure 2,3,4)  Five Conclusions were reached based on the literature reviews, 
research methodology, implementation and research results. 
1. The factors of successful trouble-shooting single-chip microcomputer are described as the followings: 

（1） Professional knowledge: Students should be equipped with the basic describing and 
processing knowledge. 

（2） Circuits knowledge: Students should be aware of the golden rules of  circuits.  
（3） Strategy application: The proper application of strategies would lead to a higher possibility of 

success.  
（4） Measurement skills: Students should be familiar with the measurement skills and procedures.  
（5） Making full use of electric meters. 
（6） Wisely assess all defining component features 
（7） The multi-sensory assessment 

2. The procedures of trouble-shooting single-chip microcomputer are described as the followings(see 
                    Figure 5) 

（1） The judgment of drawback symptoms: eye-seeing, ear-hearing  
（2） To search for the faults: circuits comprehension, data analysis, strategy application, meter 

measurement, sensory assessment     
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（3） To locate the fault 
（4） To execute the restoration: continue, restarted, components exchange 
（5） To complete the restoration 
（6） To polish the drawback up. 

3. Successful trouble-shooting single-chip microcomputer lies mostly on eye-seeing the symptoms of the 
drawback.  Both multi-sensory assessment and meter measurement are frequently used for successful 
locating the trouble-shooting point. 

4. Teachers should encourage students to apply strategies while conducting trouble-shooting because the 
research results showed that the sample students who have good command of strategy-using have 
higher potentiality of success than those who don’t.  Open-loop, components-exchange and 
comparative methods are frequently adopted by students; while predicting, interrogating, describing, 
and assessing behaviors are proved to be good thinking behaviors which lead to successful trouble-
shooting. 

5. In general, students would first refer to circuit diagram and then combine both defining components 
features and circuit structures together, and finally assess the function of every component in circuit to 
firmly secure trouble-shooting points. The above constructs a successful thinking process of trouble-
shooting single-chip microcomputer.  The research result indicated that there was a higher possibility 
of successful trouble- shooting f single-chip microprocessor while making use of such thinking 
process. 

4 PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS  
1. Provide the teaching paradigm of troubleshooting single-chip microcomputer for Colleges of 

Technology in Taiwan.  
2. Explore the factors of successful troubleshooting single-chip microcomputer for future classroom 

teaching.   
3. Present the valuable troubleshooting strategies, process, and methods for both national and 

international academic fields.  
4. Navigate the thinking aloud strategy on trouble-shooting process for engineering education field.  
5. Pilot single-chip education research by conducting a qualitative study on trouble-shooting process. 
 
                                                                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Figure 1 the circuit is made up from six connecting facilities 
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Figure 2  LED circuit 

 
Figure 3 7-seg circuit 

 
Figure4 stepping motor circuit 
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Figure 5 procedures of trouble-shooting single-chip microcomputer 
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